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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new method for one-to-
many data transmission in smart devices at close range. Existing 
methods require the use of an extra application service where the 
operating system differs between smart devices. In contrast, the 
proposed method makes use of the smart device’s built-in 
speaker and microphone to confirm the transmission signal. Data 
is then transmitted via Wi-Fi or long term evolution. The 
proposed method therefore overcomes operating system issues 
with existing methods. Besides, BUMP technology works in a 
similar way to the method we propose, it only supports one-to-
one transmission. To evaluate the efficacy of the new method, we 
tested one-to-many data transmission in an experiment: the 
results showed a 96% success rate. As a result, we believe that the 
proposed method is an effective tool for one-to-many data 
transmission for smart devices at close range. 

Keywords—Near data share; High frequencies; Data
transmission; Signal processing; Smart device��

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, as different modules are added and their 
performance shows significant improvement, smart devices 
have become personal communication instruments as well as 
important business tools. Not long ago, when we wanted to 
share data or electronic files in a conference, each party had to 
turn on their computer to send or receive the data via email, or 
they could share files by connecting to the same access point 
(AP). Today, however, we can send files and share data much 
more easily, using smart devices. 

Typical methods for sending files or sharing data include 
communication and data sharing technologies that use 
Bluetooth, Near Field Communication (NFC), other file 
sharing methods dependent on Wi-Fi, and application services 
such as Wi-Fi Direct or AirDrop technology, which are 
supported by the operating system (OS) of the smart device. 
Developed by Ericsson Inc. in 1994, Bluetooth technology is 
the industry standard for personal area networks (PANs) [1].
Bluetooth 4.0, announced in June 2010, enhanced Bluetooth 
Low Energy (BLE) technology on the Bluetooth 3.0 platform, 
which can send large data such as image and video files at a 24 
Mbps transmission speed [2]. However, Bluetooth 4.0 requires 
pairing for data transmission between smart devices, and it 
cannot work where the OS of the smart devices differs. 
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NFC data sharing technology uses the NFC Reader, a built-
in smart device, and NFC Tag, which can read and write to 
smart devices. NFC can easily transmit data and files between 
smart devices. With technology based on Radio-frequency 
identification (RFID), it was first used on the Nokia 6131 in 
2007 [3]. NFC works well within a 10 cm range, with a 
maximum transmission speed of 424 bps [4]. Smart devices 
fitted with NFC technology can make use of the following 
three modes: NFC Card Emulation, NFC Read and Write, and 
NFC Peer-to-Peer (P2P) mode. Android devices now support 
Android Beam or S Beam for data sharing, again using NFC 
technology [5]. However, NFC technology does not work on 
iPhone, iPad, or on currently-released Android devices, which 
do not yet include an NFC module. 

We next look at existing file-sharing methods that use Wi-
Fi, including the following application services: Whatsapp, 
Kakaotalk, Viber, and AllJoyn, among others [6-8]. These 
application services use a built-in Wi-Fi module on the smart 
device and an application service server. The application 
services focus on communication between application users 
and support data sharing between service users as an additional 
function. As a result, users can only share data with friends 
who are members of the same application service. 

To resolve issues with existing data sharing methods, 
BUMP Inc. launched the BUMP application in 2010, supplying 
a BUMP application programming interface (API) that enables 
the BUMP data sharing function to work with any application 
[9, 10]. BUMP technology helps overcome some of the 
drawbacks of existing methods, such as pairing, the need for an 
NFC module, the need to sign up to a specific application 
service, and different OS issues. BUMP technology is very 
popular because it supports easy one-to-one (1:1) data 
transmission between smart devices. BUMP uses the shaking 
motion of the smart device as a trigger signal to start data 
transmission. When a user shakes his or her smart device, the 
device sends global positioning system (GPS) information to 
the BUMP server, which determines whether to start data 
transmission depending on the distance between the smart 
devices. When the BUMP server permits data transmission, the 
sending smart device starts to send data to the receiving device. 
BUMP Inc. then released data sharing technology for use 
between smart devices and personal computers (PCs). The 
limitations to BUMP technology are that it only supports 1:1 
data transmission, whether between smart devices or a between 
a smart device and a PC. 
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As a result, we propose a new technology to overcome 
drawbacks with existing methods and to support one-to-many 
(1:N) data transmission between multiple smart devices. The 
proposed method uses the high frequency signals that are 
emitted from a smart device s built-in speaker as the trigger 
signal, in preference to the shaking action of the BUMP API. 
The work flow of 1:1 data transmission in the proposed method 
is similar to the work flow of the BUMP API. The high 
frequency signals are not transmitted via the audio data hiding 
method, based on phase information, but on a signal processing 
method, based on the high frequency of inaudible sound [11].
The high frequencies used in the proposed method are divided 
into a range for the transmission of real data (19.0 kHz ~ 21.0 
kHz), and a check range (21.0 kHz ~ 22 kHz) for error 
detection. Real data from the sending device includes a specific 
key value, which is sent to the receiving smart device via high 
frequency audio signals. The sending device transmits a 
sharing device number and GPS information about itself to a 
sharing server, via Wi-Fi or LTE. After detecting the trigger 
signal (high frequency signals from the built-in microphone), 
the receiving devices send a receiving key value and GPS 
information to the sharing server, asking the server to transmit 
the data. We developed a 1:N data transmission application to 
evaluate the performance of the proposed method. We carried 
out both 1:1 and 1:N data transmission experiments using the 
application. For 1:1 data transmission, the success rate was 
97%, which is 8% higher than the BUMP API success rate. For 
1:N data transmission, the success rate was 96%. We therefore 
believe that the proposed method could be an effective tool for 
1:N data transmission between multiple smart devices at close 
range. 

The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we 
describe existing data transmission technology that uses high 
frequency signals and we look at the work flow of the BUMP 
API, which has enabled data sharing between devices at close 
range. In Section 3, we explain the processing technique used 
by the new method that we have developed and we look at the 
work flow for 1:N data transmission. In Section 4, we show 
how our data transmission application applied the proposed 
method, and we discuss the results of the experiment in terms 
of the accuracy and usability of 1:1 and 1:N data transmission 
using the proposed application. We present the conclusions in 
Section 5. 

II. PREVIOUS WORK

This section examines existing data transmission 
technology using high frequency signals and looks at the work 
flow of the BUMP API, which is a popular technology for data 
sharing between smart devices at close range. Much research 
has been carried out in the transmission technology field 
regarding inaudible information in audio signals, including 
audio watermarking, steganography, covert communication, 
and so on [12-14]. Some studies on the use of high frequency 
audio signals have identified tools that track the indoor 
positioning of smart devices. 

Research has gradually focused on information 
transmission technology based on high frequency signals using 
the speakers and microphones that are built into smart devices. 
Viacheslav proposed an indoor position tracing algorithm using 

a built-in speaker and four microphones [15]. Bihler 
demonstrated transmission technology using the high 
frequencies of 20 kHz and 22 kHz to send 8 bits of data at 208 
ms [16]. Because the volume of data transmission per second 
was so small, Bihler used the high frequencies as the trigger 
signal. The real data was received by a data information server 
according to the value of the trigger signal. Lee suggested a 
data transmission method for user authentication between a 
smart device and a PC with information transmission 
technology that used high frequency signals [17]. This method 
used a combination of two high frequencies and was able to 
send 2 bytes of data in 8 seconds. Chung proposed an effective 
advertisement transmission method that could actively transmit 
advertisements to smart devices by applying Bihler’s trigger 
signal with Lee’s authentication method [18]. 

Next, we look at the work flow of the BUMP API (see Fig. 
1). The workflow is made up of two smart devices and a 
BUMP server. 

Fig.  1. The work flow of the BUMP API and its composition 

In Fig. 1, when the users shake their smart device, each device 
sends GPS information to the BUMP server. The BUMP server 
decides whether or not to establish a connection between the 
devices depending on the distance between them. If a 
connection is established, the sending device sends the real 
sharing data to the BUMP server, which transmits the data to 
the receiving smart device. The release of the BUMP API has 
contributed greatly to data sharing between smart devices. 
However, this method has one drawback: namely, that it only 
works for 1:1 data transmission. In other words, if three users 
shake their smart devices at the same time, the BUMP server 
cannot tell to which smart device it should send the shared data. 
As a result, if three users want to share data with each other 
using the BUMP API, they must shake in order: from user A to 
user B, and from user B user to user C. 

III. ONE-TO-MANY DATA SHARING AMONG SMART DEVICES

This section explains the work flow of the proposed new 
method, which supports 1:N data transmission between smart 
devices at close range. The section also explores the high 
frequency processing technique that the new method uses. This 
high frequency processing technique uses the speaker and 
microphone built into the smart device, as described in Section 
2. We use 19.0 kHz ~ 21.0 kHz as the trigger signal for sharing 
data, because most people can barely hear sounds in the 20 kHz 
~ 22 kHz range. We use 19.0 kHz ~ 21.0 kHz as the real range  
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to send key values, and 21.0 kHz ~ 22.0 kHz as the check 
range to detect errors during data transmission. Data values 
using high frequencies are divided by 0.1 kHz. A data value 
expresses 1 when a relevant high frequency exists, and 0 when 
a relevant high frequency does not exist. Fig. 2 gives an 
example of signal data expression using high frequencies via 
the proposed method. 

In Fig. 2, the real range shows 16 bits of data using the 19.0 
kHz ~ 20.6 kHz range. The value of the real data is 10101001 
00111001. The check range shows 8 bits of data using the 21.0 
kHz ~ 21.9 kHz range. The value of the check sum is 
00011101. Neither the real range nor the check range used in 
this example are fixed. If a user wants to send more data, the 
proposed method can support up to 40 bits using high 
frequencies within the 18 kHz ~ 22 kHz range. 

High frequencies from the built-in speaker of the sending 
smart device are collected by the built-in microphone of the 
receiving smart device. We show the values of the collected 
high frequencies through a fast Fourier transform (FFT) in Fig. 
3.

Fig. 3 shows the FFT result of the smart device receiving 
the high frequency signals shown in Fig. 2. If we check the 
frequency values above the threshold, we see that the value of 
the receiving data is 10101001 00111001 00011101. In this 
way, we can check that this is the same as the value of the 
sending data. The threshold in Fig. 3 is used to confirm the 
presence or absence of the relevant high frequency. We define 
the threshold at 50% of the maximum of the total high 
frequency signals received. Finally, when the receiving smart 
device analyzes the collected high frequencies, it confirms 
whether or not the data received is error-free through the 16 
bits of real data and the 8 bits check sum. 

The work flow of the data transmission between smart 
devices via the proposed method is shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, 
we see that when the sending smart device emits high 
frequency signals, it sends GPS information and the key value 
of the high frequencies to the sharing server at the same time. 
When the receiving smart devices, which are located at close 
range, detect high frequencies from around sounds, each smart 
device sends GPS information and the key value of the 
detected high frequencies to the sharing server.  
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The server calculates the distance of all the smart devices 
using the GPS information and checks whether the receiving 
key value is the same. If the distance between the smart devices 
is close and the key value is equal, the server sends a message 
to each smart device, confirming the connection. The sending 
device then sends data to the server and the server shares the 
data with the receiving devices. The length of the high 
frequencies is shown in k seconds when the smart devices 
should be able to detect the high frequencies. The sampling rate 
to analyze the FFT of the receiving devices is 48,000 [19]. The 
sampling rate refers to the number of sound samples per second 
when smart devices record the sound. Most methods to date 
have used 48,000. We used 8192 (8K) as the sample size [20, 
21]. The sharing server calculates distance using Euclidean 
distance [22], as in 

d = �∑ (�� − ��)��
�	
 ��������������������������������

Equation 1, d refers to the distance between the sending 
device and receiving devices; pi and qi represent the GPS 
information of each smart device. If the distance is under m
(the threshold), the sharing server confirms a connection 
between the smart devices. This allows us to see that 1:N data 
transmission between smart devices is supported by the 
proposed method, using high frequencies and the work flow 
shown in Fig. 4.

IV. EXPERIMENT WITH AND ANALYSIS OF 1:N DATA 
TRANSMISSION

In this section, we describe the development of the 
application that enabled 1:N data transmission using the 
proposed method. We evaluate the performance of the 
application through the 1:N data transmission experiment. The 
main screen in the sending and receiving application is shown 
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.  

Fig.  5. Main screen of iOS application 
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Fig.  6. Main screen of Android application 

We developed two applications to work on iOS and 
Android. In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the user of the sending device 
chooses data sharing via the "Select File" button and sets the 
number of receiving devices via the "Share no" button. When 
the user touches the "Start Data Share" button, the sending 
device starts to share data. If the receiving devices detect high 
frequencies from the sending device, their main screens look 
the same as in Fig. 7. A progress bar allows users to check the 
status of the data transmission. Finally, when the data 
transmission ends, if the receiving data is an image or 
photograph, the screen shows the image received, as in Fig. 8.
We then carried out one-to-two (1:2) and one-to-three (1:3) 
data transmission experiments with the developed application. 
We used iPhone 6 Plus as the sending device with iPhone 6 and 
Galaxy S5 as receiving devices in the 1:2 experiment. We used 
iPhone 6, Galaxy S5, and Nexus 6 in the 1:3 experiment. The 
sharing server was Intel Core i5-4690 with 8G RAM. The 
server’s OS was based on Linux, Apache 1.3.41, PHP 5.2.6, 
and MySQL 5.0.51. The k length of high frequencies was 0.5 
seconds and the threshold m was 10 m. We used a 1.7 Mb 
photo image, captured by iPhone 6 Plus, as the sharing image. 
We carried out 100 transmission attempts in each experiment. 
As we received errors with the first high frequencies, the 
sending device sent out the high frequencies twice. Table 1 
shows the results of the 1:2 and 1:3 data transmission 
experiments. 

TABLE I. RESULT OF 1:N DATA TRANSMISSION EXPERIMENTS

Device 1st receipt 2nd receipt Device 1st receipt 2nd receipt

iPhone 6 96 4 iPhone 6 95 5

Galaxy S5 94 6 Galaxy S5 96 4

Nexus 6 97 3

Fig.  7. Screen of the smart device receiving data 

Fig.  8. Screen of the device after saving image data 

In Table 1, the results show 96 and 94 counts for the first 
attempt in the 1:2 experiment and 100 counts for the second 
attempt. Thus, the success rates of the proposed method were 
95% at the first attempt, and 100% at the second attempt. In the 
1:3 experiment, the results showed 95, 96, and 97 counts for 
the first attempt and 100 counts for the second attempt. Thus, 
the success rates were 96% at the first attempt and 100% at the 
second attempt in the 1:3 data transmission test. This shows 
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that some errors may occur in data transmission using the 
proposed method. We think this was because the k length of 
high frequencies was too short. Therefore, if we lengthen k or 
make the sending device send out the high frequencies twice, 
success rates can be increased. 

In the next experiment, we compared the existing BUMP 
method with the proposed method. However, because the 
BUMP API has not been in service since 2014, we developed a 
BUMP server on the same computer which we used as the 
sharing server and we then developed an application which 
could work like the BUMP API. Because the BUMP API only 
supports 1:1 data transmission, we carried out 100 transmission 
attempts with the BUMP API and 100 attempts using the 
proposed method for the 1:1 data transmission test. Again, as 
we received some errors from the first high frequencies, we 
made the sending device send out the high frequencies twice, 
as in the previous experiment. Table 2 shows the results of the 
1:1 experiment with the BUMP API and the proposed method. 

TABLE II. THE RESULT OF THE COMPARATIVE EXPERIMENT WITH 
BUMP API 

Transmission method 1st receipt 2nd receipt

BUMP API 88 10

Proposed method 97 3

In Table 2, we see that the BUMP API sent and received 88 
counts at the first attempt and 10 counts at the second. Thus, 
the total success rate of the BUMP API was 98%, up to the 
second attempt. Sending and receiving data via the proposed 
new method produced 97 counts at the first attempt and 3 
counts at the second. Thus, the total success rate of data 
transmission using the proposed method was 100%, up to the 
second attempt. 

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the new method that we propose provides 
effective technology to support 1:N data transmission between 
smart devices, without any advance preparation. The proposed 
method resolves issues with existing data transmission methods, 
such as joining a specific application, Bluetooth pairing, or the 
need for the existence of an NFC module. Moreover, the new 
method, which uses the speakers and microphones built into 
smart devices, supports 1:N data transmission and can also 
support sending small amounts of data and user authentication 
between smart devices. It should be part of the Internet of 
things (IoT) and should have many applications in the 
communications field. 

As future research, we intend to examine the k length of 
high frequencies and transmission errors in order to improve 
data transmission success rates. We will also explore signal 
processing technology for large amounts of data and 
information transmission methods that use only high 
frequencies. 
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